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About This Software

" DrumKit VR " is a VR game lets you play drum kit in VR world. Currently support HTC Vive.

Components
————————

- Bass Drum 22in
- Hi-Hat 14in

- Floor Tom 14in
- Crash Cymbal 18in
- Snare Drum 14in

- Tom-Tom 13in & 16in
- Splash Cymbal 12in
- Ride Cymbal 20in
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- China Cymbal 20in

Play
————————

Two Vive handles are equivalent to drumsticks. Pull the left trigger to make Hi-Hat Open-Closed. Pull the right trigger to make
a hit on Bass Drum. It's that simple!

Next Version
————————

Custom sound available.

CAUTION
————————

Make sure there are no obstructions within the scope of activities or other people, especially children.
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The BGM and SE are absolutely wonderful. The graphic is very good.

However.

The puzzle itself is very bad. Everytime the game introduces a new mechanic, it isn't actually a new mechanic, it's just an
illusion to trick the player's eyes. I cleared all levels to make sure there's nothing I've missed before making this review.

For example, there are a pair of trump-blanks which demonstrates the number of eyes of the other blank instead of its own. It's
nothing new; it's just making the screen more complicated.
Here's an another example. There's ??? blanks which does not notice you about its number of eyes. However you can easily
know by dragging multiple blocks above it and see when the blank opens its eyes. So it's yet another visual confusion rather than
a proper puzzle.

The later stages demonstrate all that visual confusions in one screen so you will never get the proper layout in your mind. I took
a screenshot and just wrote the numbers on the blanks to solve them. This is an awful experience. You know what? If the game
demonstrated just the plain puzzles without the visual illusions, like chapter 1, that would be much more fun to play.

At least, do the puzzles have aha-moment? Nope.

TR;DL: Don't buy this game, the soundtrack is better than the game.. Last year during the summer sale I decided to give this
trilogy a try. I thought just the pure idea of a text based super hero game was clever enough to earn my money. So I bought it
and instantly fell in love with the series. It even inspired me to write my own super hero story with my own original characters. I
will admit a game like this isn't for everyone, but all 3 are worth the money.. This is an excellent DLC focusing on speed
through simpler tracks. Great fun for new players and veteren perfectionist time trialers. The replay value of the game is really
increased with the different endings. I enjoyed this.

Looking to kill some time - this is a good VN for you.. Needs a lot of work. Nice graphics so far, with some better UI could be
quite fun.

The devs probably have this stuff on there list of todos. These were the most obvious requiments to me.

 Level menu has no tool tips for what bonus you're unlocking.

 Needs a veiw army menu also, with info on each unit.

 Camera follow is a bit annoying. Either have it user controled or stablise the motion.

 I like the mouse motion to cast spell. But it took me a while to realise it was the faint ball of light to imitate.. I like the
game... but the multiplier is so laggy please if anyone has a fix or can help please let me know.. Incredibly short. At
multiple points I thought it was going to get more complicated, but then the game just ends. I was expecting a puzzle
game but other than a few moments the entire game is just "mouse over the object that is smaller than the hole". 100%
standard board game
100% RNG
100% collectathon
100% pudding

100% recommended for the price. Worth about $0.99 currently -

Pros:

you can die and get a safety lecture
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Cons:

no lighter, matches or electronic igniters
firework sparks, flares and explosions all look flat and amateur
objects falls through the floor (light a firework, throw it and don't watch it go off as it's no longer in this realm)
random proximity explosions (mortars set off everything near when they launch, that's not how fire works)

This is not the firework game you are looking for.. TL;DR: It looks like it still on its early version. Consider it before
buying: its a incomplete version of something that will never be completed.

Full review:
Well, the game only launches when I choose the "fastest" graphics. Otherwise, it crashes.

First off: there is no zoom. And I can't navigate using my keyboard, only mouse. And its annoying.

It seems that there is no quest\/misson either. Its just a regular sim tower with new (?!) graphics.

It seems that there is no "info" about the shops\/stores. Its just a poor quality sprite.

The costumers comes all together and leaves all together. Like a mob of zombies. Its ugly.

It lacks tutorial. I don't know what am I supposed to do.

The concept is fantastic (as proven by Sim Tower.) but I was hoping for something much more... 2017. It seems it is an
earlier version of something that could, but will never be really enjoyable, neither for hardcore gamers or casual gamers.
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Her Rush Combo attack is OP
and kinda cute too. OVERALL I GIVE THIS GAME A 3/5

This game was pretty good a little addictivve given my playing time, the thing is i feel like the time needs rebalancing, like
theres not enough timee to be sucessful at work and have a family, i wasnt spending enough time with my husband and he
divorced me, prick says i owe him a bit short of a million dollars, when i wasnt able to pay it at the time requested all of my
assets were liquidated, my savings, stock investments, and my Caatering Company that i nvested 12 years in. dont get married
datge and have kids, dont get married. hahah

pros
the game was kinda quirky, love the idea of starting your own life and becoming almost whatever you want, a cornuicopia of
self mad business, and different career paths youu could follow. having different types of housing and what you could
accomadate in certain types of housing.

cons
it was very hard to have a social life in the game, and i feel like the game doesnt have any content inbetween the end of the
week summary of (bills due, news, current events) like your boss doesnt request you to work extra shifts, or your chiildren may
get in to trouble at school, bump into old friends a random location, etc etc so once youve made money its kinda hard to keep
playing the game.. With a complete experience, i'm happening to review the expansion called Sky Fortress of Just Cause 3. I
guess, Sky Fortress drifted onto my expectations and formed up an elegant experience with all those additional features. They
actually did a better development than they did with the main story. Now let me appraise it briefly.

7.5\/10.0, One fly of an experience with blasting additional contents - Aaron

1. Takes the flying experience on another level with a fantastically weaponized wingsuit.
2. Brings more chaos and destruction with an additional province and settlements.
3. Story narration takes the way of comical and exceptional tone within a little moment.
4. More little challenges to earn gears for upgrading the weaponized wingsuit.
5. All provided additional contents turns out to be massively convenient.

So peeps, i'm thoroughly recommending and also, I'm happening to assure you that you won't be disappointed in it.. I cant even
move the cards ! Its so buggy and i really want to play it :(. Reverse Plants vs Zombies with KILLER SOUNDTRACK. Lots of guitar
and 80's clich\u00e9 opening it's pure gold.
Amazing game to play on my crappy netbook i take to work.. I'd suggest you Save your game repeatedly, because you'll die more
times than you'll want to admit.
The Grammar isn't.. amazing but it isn't too bad either, unfortunately the story starts off far too quickly and you don't really get a
good feel for it. Theres not much you can press or do other than collect items and move, or dodge monsters. Which is a shame
really. The game doesn't honestly give you much warning on when to run, you can die very quickly if you choose to help your wife
and don't run to the door she goes through within a few seconds. Which is ridiculous but i can see where they were going with this..
but unfortunately it makes the game very tedious.
Annoying little bug, if you enter the room before her accidently, she never enters the room and you're alone, you can leave and it'll
begin the scene all over again and you'll repeatedly bug back into the bedroom with her never following you.

Welcome to Hell.

Another not so fun bug, if you go to sleep at the beginning and don't answer the knocks at your door, the game bugs completly and
breaks. The woman won't let you in and you can't use the axe because the character has no prompts to work with because you never
activated them.

The art itself is lovely, i really enjoy intricate work like this, little bits of detail in each corner, tiny items you can't do anything with
but complete the room. The characters themselves are also brilliant.

The game is painfully short.. and not worth the money.
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Good try, but its a no from me.

. Dont buy, not worth a single penny, bad graphics bad commands, go spend you cash somewhere else. or put a litle more money
and get a better game. not even worth for ppl whom wants to have all games avaliable on steam.. If you like Audiosurf you are
going to love Turba. Fun game.
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